Bravo Two Zero
Bravo Two Zero tells the true story of a British Special Forces SAS unit, sent behind the lines in the first
Gulf War. Their mission is to locate and destroy enemy SCUD launchers. However, technical problems
and a host of mistakes find them on the run with an Iraqi battalion in pursuit. The survivors of the
running firefights are captured, questioned, and tortured. One of them wrote their shared experiences in
this book, also giving an inside look at how the Special Forces trains, works, and deals with trauma.
As you go through, briefly jot down in point form the things that they experience on the ground in Iraq,
and through their ordeal and eventual release. It need not be long or highly detailed in each point, but
should provide evidence you’ve read through and understood what they went through.
Then give a few of your own thoughts.
Make point-form notes here:

Scoring Guide
(ie: How to get the score you want):

-

Evidence that you read the book (or maybe just skimmed the main sections) and there’s no real
commentary at the end, or it’s very brief.
(65-75% max)

-

Clear evidence you’ve read the book, made good summary notes as you went along, and didn’t
skim it. There’s some commentary at the end, with some decent points of reflection.
(76-85% max)

-

The same as the one above, but there’s definite evidence in the form of quotes or phrases used,
as you make your summary points at the very end. Summary itself is a little longer (1.5-2+
pages), and shows depth. There may be some more of your personal thoughts, experiences, and
understanding of war (from our safe vantage point here in Canada) that give this a real sense of
resonance, and perhaps appreciation/shock/anger/understanding of both sides in this conflict.
(100% guaranteed)

